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Know someone who just seems to live in the gym? Yea, we all have one of those friends. So we’ve put together some fun and unique products that will make great gifts for that fitness fanatic friend you have. Give em a whirl and let us know how it goes!

Ever find yourself on a long run and after a while you have trouble breathing? Oxygen Plus (O+) is a new brand that delivers customers portable, recreational oxygen. A canister of O+ contains 95% pure oxygen, the benefits of which are numerous. Customers can use this added boost of oxygen to recover from late nights, help with altitude or pollution, recover from a long run, help them to relax and unwind, or even increase their focus and mental clarity. Yes, oxygen has many benefits and now it’s easier than ever to discover them. Plus, O+ is available in different flavors, as well, including natural, peppermint and pink grapefruit.